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Child Porn Accessed At Orland Park Public Library, Staff Doesn’t Believe Witnesses

This installment is part of an ongoing investigation into the Orland Park Public Library in Illinois and the availability of pornography with the consent of library policy. The investigation headed up by writers and Illinois residents Megan Fox and Kevin DuJan has found dangers to women and children posed by the people who access pornographic sites in public. We intend to demonstrate by example how to identify, target and change problems in your community and show what two people with a tireless attitude can accomplish against even the most entrenched government entities.

Part 1: Staff Response to Sex Crime Reported at Orland Park Public Library: ‘He Doesn’t Mean Anything’

Part 2: After She Reports Public Masturbation, Library Staff Moves Woman to Different Computer

Part 3: Full Exposure and Public Masturbation? Librarian Warns Don’t Do That Again

Part 4: Teen Touches Himself in Front of Child and Library Director Does Nothing

Why does the staff under the directorship of Mary Weimar have to be “re-reminded” to call the police when a felony is reported? Why does any person need to be told even one time to report someone accessing child pornography? Is it the staff’s job to second guess a witness report based on their opinions that a person would never access child porn on a computer so easily seen? Might a person dare to do such a thing because a pervasive pattern exists at the Orland Park Public Library where nothing is done when patrons access pornography and even commit sex acts in the library? Might Orland Park Public Library have a reputation for being a place where all manner of unsavory things are tolerated?

Based on the facts presented in the documents released for public scrutiny, do the people of Orland Park, Illinois still have confidence in the directorship of Mary Weimar and the Library Board of Directors?
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